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The present book views fine grain as a primary sintering process similar to the conventional solid state sintering processes. This is because the compacted powders are not in solution and because the shear rates at
the powder-liquid interface are high. It is well established that the non-Newtonian rheological response of the liquid is a source of progressive coalescence and repulsive forces at the powder-liquid interface. In fine
grain sintering, the coalescence of the powder grains is arrested and the powder undergoes incremental flow. The evolution of both the packing and the structure of the powder depend on the state of the liquid,
which is a function of the process. The function of the process, in turn, is a function of temperature. A key difference between fine grain sintering and coarse grain sintering is the flow of liquid at the powders. In
coarse grain sintering, we have a concentrated particle liquid. In fine grain sintering, there is a free particle liquid. The free particle liquid is not a true liquid, but it is a continuum of a complex fluid [ 104 ]. The state
of the liquid during sintering is complicated by the coupled effects of temperature and particle size on the chemical reaction. At first glance, this explanation seems difficult because the chemical reaction is
straightforward, but it is a complicated process. The first step is diffusion, which is slow because only the very reactants are mobile and fast because the diffusion coefficients for metals are small. Many species are
formed or consumed in each chemical reaction. These species are mobile, and they can react with other mobile species. The particles are segregated into regions that are rich or poor in species. Over time, this
segregation changes because the particle will have a different chemical environment. A critical aspect of chemistry is that it is entropic in nature. If a reaction is slow, it is because there is a large entropic penalty for
the particle to get from one state to another. At the same time, the rate of a reaction is proportional to the surface area of the particles. Thus, the rate is slow when the particle surface is large, and it is fast when the
particle surface is small. If the particle size is large, the surface area is large.
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The book describes the fundamental atomic events that govern the transformation from particles to solid, covers all forms of the sintering process, and provides a summary of many actual production cycles. Building
from the ground up, it begins with definitions and progresses to measurement techniques, easing the transition, especially for students, into advanced topics such as single-phase solid-state sintering, microstructure
changes, the complications of mixed particles, and pressure-assisted sintering. German draws on some six thousand references to provide a coherent and lucid treatment of the subject, making scientific principles

and practical applications accessible to both students and professionals. The book explains the fundamental atomic events that govern the transformation from particles to solid, covers all forms of the sintering
process, and provides a summary of many actual production cycles. The book describes the fundamental atomic events that govern the transformation from particles to solid, covers all forms of the sintering

process, and provides a summary of many actual production cycles. Coarse grain sintering is a subject area that is common to all three of the industrial powder metallurgy processes. In coarse grain sintering, the
powders are compacted to much greater density than is possible in fine grain sintering. Similarly, in fine grain sintering, the powders are compacted to much less density than is possible in coarse grain sintering. For
these reasons, there is more experience with coarse grain sintering and much less experience with fine grain sintering. This is seen in the special discussion of coarse grain sintering (Sintering Theory and Practice,

Chapter 19). A key contrast between coarse and fine grain sintering is that coarse grain sintering is, at least superficially, much like a liquid-based sintering process. If the sintering powders are in a solution, the
process becomes analogous to a fine grain process in which the flow of liquid is restricted. On the other hand, fine grain sintering is much like the solid state sintering process. In some ways, powder metallurgy can
be viewed as being based on a combination of both coarse and fine grain processes. There are several articles in this volume that have implications for coarse grain sintering and one that has implications for fine

grain sintering. 5ec8ef588b
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